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INTRODUCTION

GPS Fleet Tracking does more than show a point on a map, it provides the
reassurance and comfort that your assets are functioning correctly, being
used efficiently, and ultimately giving you the highest return on investment.
If you have a fleet of vehicles – anywhere from five to 10,000 – you are
acutely aware of the vast number of variables that can affect your business’s
bottom line. A GPS fleet tracking solution keeps track of these variables to
make managing a fleet, simple.
A GPS FLEET TRACKING SOLUTION GIVES YOU AN UNPRECEDENTED VIEW OF YOUR OPERATIONS:
Supervisors or dispatchers have the ability to view

Receive real-time alerts when drivers operate the

the workday as it progresses and track multiple

vehicle unsafely, are speeding, or if the vehicle is

drivers on one screen as they arrive and depart

operated for personal use after work hours.

scheduled jobs.

Identify behaviors that cost the company money

Reliable connectivity from the hardware device

such as excessive idling, longer-than-necessary

in your vehicle provides access to continuous

stops, and unnecessary overtime.

and accurate real-time data that is compiled into

When you can capture vehicle usage and

reports that shows important information for

measure driver behavior, you can take steps to

your Fleet Manager’s use.

improve those areas that can be more efficient

Visual tools include a timeline showing the arrival

or less expensive. A GPS tracking system

and departure from yards, homes, customers,

ensures you receive accurate, actionable data

jobs and any other location of interest.

about your everyday operations that can form
the foundation for improving operations and

The server-based solution can support periodic

saving money.

check-ins and can also be used for monitoring the
health of GPS telematics in the field.
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IF YOU HAVEN’T IMPLEMENTED A GPS FLEET TRACKING SOLUTION, OR ARE IN THE PROCESS OF
EVALUATING SERVICE PROVIDERS AND SOLUTIONS, THIS GUIDE PROVIDES YOU WITH FIVE EASY
STEPS THAT:
1.

Break down how GPS tracking works

2.

Help you evaluate the various GPS options available

3.

Guide you through evaluating your company’s pain points

4.

Give you hints on how to evaluate service providers

5.

Bring this information together to make a decision

Through these five keys, we want you to realize the best solution possible for your fleet.
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KEY # 1
UNDERSTANDING GPS

GPS technology is everywhere. New cars use it to empower their in-dash
navigation systems. Smart phones, tablets and laptop computers all support
it in some form. In fact, it’s difficult to go about our daily lives without
somehow interacting with GPS technology.
It’s the same in business. GPS can be a powerful
tool for fleet operators. To understand how, it
first helps to know some of the basics about

GLOBAL POSITIONING
SATELLITE (GPS)
NETWORK

GPS and how it works.

DATABASE

INTERNET

HOW DOES GPS TRACKING WORK?
GPS satellites transmit signals that can be

CELLULAR
DATA NETWORK

received on the ground. A GPS receiver on

GPS
TRACKING
APPLICATION

the ground receives these signals. There are
a variety of GPS receiver options available
to users, from vehicle-mounted GPS units to
mobile handsets. Using signals from multiple
GPS satellites, a variety of information can be
determined, including the receiver’s position,
speed and direction at a specific time.
A GPS-capable receiver is required for each individual or
GPS information from the receiver is then

vehicle that is tracked. It is also important to understand

sent via a cellular data signal to a software

that the GPS receiver’s antenna is passive and only receives

application. This application records and

signals from the GPS satellites. It does not broadcast vehicle

interprets the data, allowing the receiver’s

position. A cellular communications system is required to

position to be displayed on a map or

transmit data from the vehicle to the GPS fleet tracking

presented as location information.

application.
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If a large portion of your business is conducted by vehicle, there is great potential to improve your operations and
discover new efficiencies (and revenue) through the deployment of GPS tracking in your fleet. It opens a window of
insight into how vehicles are being operated, where they’re going, and how long it takes to accomplish work tasks.

CAN I AFFORD GPS FLEET TRACKING?
GPS fleet tracking is a solution that can truly pay for itself. GPS solutions have proven time after time that there is
real return on investment (ROI) from deploying these solutions in vehicle fleets.
When the information on actual fleet operations is used to set and achieve improvement goals, tangible
connections can be found between:
Reducing idle time and spending less money every month for fleet fuel
Ensuring on-time starts and completing your jobs without incurring overtime
Minimizing off-hour or personal use of company vehicles and saving both fuel and wear-and-tear on your assets
Verifying job assignment effectiveness and completing more jobs each day

REPORTED IMPROVEMENT PER DRIVER*
On time arrival to the ﬁrst job

Additional jobs/points per day

Reduced fuel expenditure

Accurate time reporting/reduced
labor expenses

Reduced overtime expenditure

Reduced traﬃc
incidents

1 hour per day

10 hours per month

Reduced outage time

30%

30%

$90 per month

50%

60%

Cost per truck roll

Monthly impact per tech

$150 to $600

$100 to $700

This data indicates some of the actual
savings realized, as determined through
customer measurement and reporting.
Clearly when you can see these
savings and how they are calculated,
supported by actual results realized
post-deployment, you’re on your way
to seeing how quickly the right GPS
solution pays for itself through both
operational improvements and bottomline cost savings.
* Examples drawn from CalAmp
customers’ reports.
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KEY # 2
KNOW YOUR OPTIONS

If you operate a fleet as part of your business, you’re familiar with
the direct costs involved. Drivers need to be paid, and sometimes that
includes overtime. Fuel, scheduled maintenance and insurance are all
critical to ensuring smooth ongoing operations. But there are a number
of other costs your fleet can incur that may not be visible at first glance:
elements that arise from driver behavior, how your work or business is
managed, or outdated manual processes.
GPS fleet tracking technology affords you a variety of tools that can help you put precise measurement around the
intangible costs to your operations. It can also help identify the gap between your current productivity/costs and
what you could both achieve and save through more precise vehicle intelligence.

BASIC FUNCTIONALITY FOR ALL
There are a number of GPS solutions available to fleet operators. Solution features vary, but there is fleet tracking
functionality that should be included in the basic package of any solution you consider. Almost all providers will
have some form of these features in their solution. You should review them with an eye for usability and how they
complement the way you do business and evaluate any warranties on hardware.

DASHBOARD/ MAPPING

A summary screen that may provide mapping, vehicle details, summaries and other information at a glance.
A main screen that pulls the high-level elements together in a clear fashion. This includes an easy-to-use interface
for locating vehicles, a concise view of vehicle information (such as whether it’s moving or stopped and if there
are any alerts), and a high-quality map with controls for zooming in or out, panning left and right, or changing
view features (such as changing between street maps and satellite maps.)

BREADCRUMB/ ROUTE REPLAY

The ability to review a specific vehicle’s route.
Both text and mapping that illustrate all of the position updates for a vehicle during a specific time-frame. Look
for mapping that graphically illustrates stops/moving updates with icons or color for easy review.
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VEHICLE ALERTS

Notifications when vehicles violate pre-determined parameters, such as a maximum speed or defined
operating area.
Verify how alerts are delivered (within application/email/text/ phone/ reports), how they can be configured, and
what operational items can be monitored by alerts (geofences, speeding, other parameters).

VEHICLE GROUPING

The ability to put vehicles in specific groups as defined by the user.
Understand how vehicles can be organized within the application and what tools exist to manage groups to meet
your operational needs.

LANDMARKS/GEOFENCING

The ability to identify specific locations or areas on the map pertinent to your business requirements.
Learn what options exist for creating and managing landmarks or geofences around specific locations, including
whether landmarks can be bulk uploaded.

REPORTING

The ability to capture and present data in an ordered, concise fashion for management review/use.
Quantify value by using the support of online or external analytic tools with custom charting and graphing of data,
rapid filtering and sorting features. The reports tool has the ability to drill down across large data sets by using
the analytic tool to isolate specific operational conditions, such as unplanned stops, mid-day yard returns and
timecard violations.

SAFETY

The ability to know when your vehicle is on the verge of a problem before the driver does can save companies
thousands of dollars on repairs.
Critical vehicle information - that can be relayed via text message, email, or viewed right on your smartphone can allow you to know when/if one of the fleet has been in an accident, is overdue for an inspection, or any one of
a vast majority of other very important details.

MAINTENANCE

The ability to be hands-off while still being hands-on.
Not having to check the status of your hardware or vehicle because of its constant connectivity and device
reporting allow complete awareness and offers status updates of your vehicles that need to be inspected.

APPLICATION HOSTING MODEL

Where the application is housed/maintained, and how it is accessed.
Most solutions for fleet tracking are Internet-based and offered as Software as a Service (SaaS). This removes
the need for local hosting of the solution on a server, as well as any associated costs to upgrade software. For
Internet-based applications, review browser requirements to ensure proper functionality with your user platform,
ensure that application updates are included in the price of the service, and understand how user IDs are
handled.

ADVANCED OPTIONS FOR SPECIFIC FUNCTIONALITY
GPS fleet tracking solutions may also provide features that address specific operational requirements. Whether
you require these features or not depends on the day-to-day needs of your operations. The additional investment
(if any) of these features will vary from one provider to the next. When reviewing additional features available, one
thing to consider is the growth potential for your operations: are these added-value features that you may need to
deploy in the future? Do they provide service that’s complementary to your current operations or enhance them in
new ways?
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TWO-WAY MESSAGING

Direct text messaging between the dispatcher and driver.
Two-way messaging is useful when your business involves a rapidly changing schedule or fluid job assignments
that require coordination between drivers and dispatchers.

IN-CAB NAVIGATION

Integrated navigation devices receive address data and provide turn-by-turn directions to the driver.
This enables drivers with complex routes, new drivers or temporary hires to save time and improve their arrival
accuracy. It also improves driver safety by eliminating the temptation to read a paper map while operating.

WORK ORDER TRACKING

The ability to track work order status per driver on a map.
Capable of supporting the import of jobs from a wide variety of work dispatching applications and provide
automatic distribution of job addresses to navigation devices in each driver’s vehicle. It also includes API’s
for automated integration between work management systems and GPS Fleet Tracking. Reports support full
analysis of job durations by job type, job location, driver, etc.

INTEGRATION WITH OTHER APPLICATIONS

Direct integration between the GPS solution and another product.
If your operations leverage specialized systems, such as outage management systems used by utilities, or
leak detection systems used by cable system operators, consideration should be given to solutions that offer
standardized integration tools, reducing the need to change or upgrade multiple systems in order to extend
functionality to include GPS data.

DATA FEED (EXPORT)

The ability to export data from the GPS application for generalized use with other applications.
In the absence of two-way product integration, a data export can extend the usefulness of GPS tracking data
to your back office systems, as well as provide an independent pathway for archiving vehicle data locally. Data
exports should be in a standard format, such as XML.

OBDII

Interface with the vehicle’s On-Board Diagnostic (OBD) computer.
OBD supports real odometer readings, actual fuel usage, idle management, VIN recognition and engine trouble
code capture and reporting. This is where the value of GPS Fleet Tracking comes from, you can find out all the
necessary information you need to know, even when you’re nowhere near the vehicle via text updates and
applications.

MOBILE APPLICATION

A mobile version of the GPS fleet tracking application.
This is most useful for decision makers who need to monitor fleet activities while on-the-go and require
additional business intelligence beyond emailed alert messages and reports. The application provides the driver
the ability to select a vehicle to drive, receive job assignments and automatically provide turn-by-turn directions
to scheduled jobs.

This is not a comprehensive list. Service providers throughout the industry continue to develop innovative ways to
apply vehicle location data to improve operational efficiency, productivity and cost savings.
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KEY # 3
KNOW YOURSELF

GPS fleet tracking technology affords you a variety of tools that put
precise measurement around the intangible costs to your operations. They
can also help illustrate the gap between what you’re doing with your fleet
and what is possible. But before you start looking at specific suppliers, a
little self-analysis can go a long way to helping you determine how your
business can benefit from a GPS deployment.
KNOW YOUR BUSINESS
Part of the equation is knowing how your business

Does the company have specific customer

is designed to operate. What are the operational

service targets or windows it must meet? Does it

parameters of your business? What are your

pay penalty fees or provide discounted service or

business rules for engaging your customers?

incentives if it doesn’t meet them?
Is the company responsible for repairs to

Your employees? How does work flow from job

critical infrastructure upon which thousands of

planning through execution, to job close out? Some

consumers rely?

questions to consider in examining your operations
include:

Does the company support dynamic job

Does the company have specific work hours,

reassignment to accommodate schedule

after which overtime must be paid?

changes based on customer needs?

Does the company allow employees to take

By knowing how your business operates from end-

vehicles home, and start from home to increase

to-end, you can evaluate potential GPS solutions

productive time?

with a keen eye towards how their functionality can
best apply to your current business needs.

Does the company assign work orders from a
specific queue and rely on the driver to complete
work order paperwork?
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KEY # 4
KNOW YOUR PROVIDERS

Everyone wants your business. Cell phone providers, politicians,
restaurants, media companies – each will sell you on features and their
success record, offer you specials or make you guarantees, all in an effort
to get you to choose them over the next guy.
YOU WANT TO UNDERSTAND:

Fleet tracking providers are no exception. They
all want to be the service provider for your critical

How long have they been in business?

operations, and they will all have very similar service

How many customers do they have?

offerings, perhaps differentiated by only a handful
of features. Choosing a GPS solution provider under

Who do they serve?

these circumstances can be challenging. You want
to make sure that you are selecting a vertically

What kind of customer support do they offer?

integrated company with hardware reliability,

How many different verticals do they work with?

and ultimately has a very strong presence in the
GPS fleet tracking category. While you investigate

How is the reliability of their hardware?

features and functionality, you will also want to
know more about the company providing services.

What are their deployment best practices?

With your own business requirements in mind, ask

What happens after the sale?

key questions to get a better feel for the company

What is the product’s roadmap?

behind the product, its stability and commitment to
its customers.
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KEY # 5
DECIDE WHAT’S
IMPORTANT
Once you have an idea of the providers, their solutions and features, and
their backgrounds, consider those things from Key #3, where you took that
long, hard look in the mirror. Now is the time to decide what you need to
know more about. You don’t want to try to know everything about every
vehicle all at once. Consider a funnel: if you pour into it at a measured
pace, you’ll get everything through the spigot without spilling a drop; if
you dump it all at once, you’ll need a towel and to do it all over again once
you clean up.
WITH THAT IN MIND, REVIEW THE
COMPANY’S PRODUCT AND HOW IT
ADDRESSES THE PAIN POINTS YOU’VE
IDENTIFIED FOR RESOLUTION. FOR EXAMPLE:

for monitoring non-business trips? Are reports
available to compare actual distance traveled
against the planned travel distance?
Drivers that take vehicles home are often late for

You know your drivers idle unnecessarily. Does the

their first appointment. Are there alerts to monitor

solution include idle reports? Can you set idle alerts

late starts? Are there landmarks that can be set to

to notify you when drivers are running their engines

indicate when drivers leave home? When they arrive

excessively? Can drivers be ranked by their idle

at their first job? What about reports to track on-

percentages? Are there a variety of metrics available

time starts?

to assess idle performance, such as raw idle hours,
Ask service providers about the capabilities and talk

idle minutes per stop, and idle as a % of engine time?

to them about how their offerings address your
Your fleet mileage is high. Can the solution illustrate

concerns. Select the prime candidate based on the

where your vehicles have traveled? Does it allow

solution that best addresses your concerns, but also

you to see the driver’s entire day and route set?

give some weight to the other features the solution

What mechanisms or reporting tools does it offer

provides. As you improve performance in one area,
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TO LEARN MORE ABOUT CALAMP AND OUR
FLEET MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS, PLEASE
CONTACT US TOLL-FREE AT 1.888.843.8554.

you may find a need for other solution elements
that address other areas (such as whether drivers
congregate, or if vehicles are being used during
non-business hours).

READY, SET, TRACK!

The technology, methodology and benefits

When you’ve done all the homework, asked

described in this “Buyer’s Guide” are solely for the

questions of yourself and prospective providers,

purpose of educating fleet operators and other

investigated the available solutions and measured

interested parties regarding GPS-based fleet

them against your business requirements, you’re

tracking solutions. Its contents are based on facts,

ready to make your selection.

estimates and opinions of third parties, and while
CalAmp has used reasonable efforts to ensure

But the selection isn’t the end of the process. It

that they are substantially accurate at the time of

opens a new world of information and insight into

publication, no warranty as to accuracy is made

your operations. Using GPS to improve your bottom

and the information is provided “as is.” You should

line or increase your efficiency requires the same

not rely on the general information contained in

diligence and investigation as selecting the solution

the Buyer’s Guide as a representation that any

does, and just as you don’t want a service provider

particular product or service described herein

who disappears after the sale, you don’t want to

will meet your specific needs and actual results

install GPS in your vehicles and call it done.

achieved, which depend on many different factors,
will vary.

TAKE THE TIME:
CalAmp and the CalAmp logo are trademarks of
To learn the system.

CalAmp and/or its subsidiaries and may not be used

To promote its benefits internally.

names and trademarks are the property of their

without its express written permission. All other
respective owners.

To obtain continued buy-in from key supporters
of the project.

© 2014 CalAmp Corp. All rights reserved.

To demonstrate the value of the solution and
capture real ROI figures.

CalAmp Corp.
1401 N. Rice Avenue Oxnard, CA 93030

To train key personnel using it.

Tel 805.987.9000
Fax 805.987.8359

Investing effort after the investment is the best way

www.calamp.com

to realize a return on it and ensure you receive the
most from tracking your fleet with GPS.
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Phone: 805.987.9000
www.calamp.com

About CalAmp
CalAmp (NASDAQ: CAMP) is a proven leader in providing wireless communications solutions to a broad array of vertical
market applications and customers. CalAmp’s extensive portfolio of intelligent communications devices, robust and
scalable cloud service platform, and targeted software applications streamline otherwise complex machine-to-machine
(M2M) deployments. These solutions enable customers to optimize their operations by collecting, monitoring and
efficiently reporting business-critical data and desired intelligence from high-value remote assets.
For more information, please visit www.calamp.com.
© 2014 CalAmp. All specifications are typical and subject to change without notice.
p/n 0236-0001 rev 20140707
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